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Problem
Example:

Previous DCS were not designed with security in mind.

The sensed data can be used by
zoologists to study the animals,
and may also be used to assist
an authorized hunter to locate
certain types of animals (e.g.,
boars and deers) for hunting.

Securing DCS Systems

Design Goals

Query Efficiency

Forward Event Privacy

Backward Event Privacy

Event Data Confidentiality

Query Privacy

Network Scale

Resource Constraint

Node Compromise

Unpredicted
Environment

Challenges

Cell u first determines the location of the storage cell v through a keyed hash function.
u encrypts the recorded information (Me) with its own encryption key.

u then forwards the message towards the destination storage cell. Here, techniques should be applied to
prevent traffic analysis and to prevent an attacker from injecting false packets.

On receiving the message, v stores it locally.

Solution: Privacy Enhanced Data Centric Sensor Networks

If an authorized user is interested in the event E in cell u, he determines and sends a query to the
storage cell v.
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Key Management

•Pairwise Key

Initial Key Setup:
using a trusted third party

loading every node  with them before network deployment

preloading every node with the same initial  network key Ki the
network and letting it derive the key by itself.

Basic Scheme: Broadcast and flood related 
encrypted keys in the network

Key Updating upon Node Revocation
Network Topology: send updated keys 

separately to different sets of nodes.

trades computation for communication: MS may send only one of
the encryptions to a specific node and

then request that node to propagate key to the other nodes

Privacy Enhanced Data-Location Mapping
FEPDL: forward event privacy disclosure level -
    the probability that an attacker can obtain both the sensor
BEPDL: backward event privacy disclosure level

Scheme I: Group-Key-Based Mapping
    Lr=H(0|K|E) Mod (Nr)
    Lc=H(1|K|E) Mod (Nc)
Type I Query:
    Where to get the information about an
event E?

Scheme II: Time-Based Mapping
    Lr=H(0|KT|E|T) Mod (Nr)
    Lc=H(1|KT|E|T) Mod (Nc)
Type II Query:
    What is about the event E during time
interval T?

Scheme III: Row-Based Mapping
    Lr=H(0|i|E|Ki|T) Mod (Nr),
    Lc=H(1|i|E|Ki|T) Mod (Nc)
Type III Query:
    Has event E happened in row i during the
time interval T?

Scheme IV: Cell-Based Mapping
    Lr=H(0|i|j|E|Kij|T) Mod (Nr)
    Lc=H(1|i|j|E|Kij|T) Mod (Nc)
Type IV Query:
    Has event E happened in cell L(i,j) during
time interval T?

•Group Key
•Master Key

•Row Key
•Cell Key


